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ABSTRACT
The Web has been rapidly deepened with the prevalence of databases
online. As sources proliferate, while there are often useful, alterna-
tive, and related sources for our needs, we are lacking an effective
facility to explore this ”deep Web.” For “ad-hoc users” and “system
integrators” alike, to enable access and integration to the multitude
of sources, we often must answer semantic association questions–
How sources relate to each other? What ”vocabularies” do they
speak? Such semantic associativity is often revealed holistically
through cooccurrence analysis of “schematic metadata,” which de-
scribes the nature of data at sources. We observe two interesting
phenomena through the syntactic associativity of sources and their
schematic metadata: The first phenomenon, occurrence localities,
suggests syntactic associativity as a useful notion for discovering
semantic associativity, and the second, fuzzy boundaries, suggests a
query-driven rank-based mechanism as its realization. We thus pro-
pose to build an associativity search facility for systematic explo-
ration of deep Web sources. In its realization, we combine occur-
rence analysis and link analysis by abstracting occurrence of meta-
data in sources as links in a graph, which effectively transforms
associativity of entities into connectivity of nodes. To quantify the
associativity, we propose a wave propagation model; to compute
the associativity efficiently, we develop spatial and temporal opti-
mization strategies. We validate the usefulness and efficiency with
a real-world dataset of 30,000 sources. The experiments show that
syntactic associativity is not only useful for semantic discovery, but
also practical as an online search mechanism.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing presence of databases online, the Web has
been rapidly “deepened”; many sites now provide dynamic content
through query interfaces (instead of static URL links). The recent
surveys [3, 4] estimated 105 such databases, in a wide range of
diverse domains. With this large and ever expanding scale, the pro-
liferation of this ”deep Web” has created an interesting challenge:
How to explore the abundance of data sources in this open Web?
Much like current search engines guide navigation on the ”surface”
Web, such exploration facilities will open up our access to and in-
tegration of the deep Web.
To begin with, the deep Web, with its massive data sources, pro-
vides unprecedented opportunities for information access in vari-
ous domains, often with abundance of alternative and related sources.
The wide range of sources can meet diverse needs of everyday
users. For instance, for buying books, an ad-hoc user Amy may
search amazon.com or, alternatively, bn.com. Then, for travel plan-
ning, she may visit aa.com as well as the related hertz.com and
hotels.com. On the open network of the Web, information access
starts with finding ”where and what sources are?” in terms of how
their data match our needs and how they relate to each other.
Further, with many alternative and related sources, it also presents
immense demands for information integration over such ”compan-
ion” sources. Such integration will build vertical search engines,
metasearch systems, and domain-based portals for combined and
comparative accesses to multiple sources of specialized needs. To
integrate autonomous sources is, in essence, to “speak” their query
languages. To realize integration, a system integrator Sue will need
to know, while building a unified query interface for, say, “books,”
that attributes author, title, and isbn are common to such sources.
Likewise, she may want to find sources that can accept make and
model queries, e.g., cars.com and edmunds.com. Thus, to bring
together sources online, information integration requires knowing
“what ‘vocabulary’ sources commonly speak?” in terms of repre-
sentative and related attributes (among other query properties).
We thus believe, for ad-hoc users and system integrators alike,
the ability to explore sources, in terms of what they are about and
what their vocabularies are, is imperative for opening access to the
deep Web. As Amy may ask, what sources are related to aa.com?
As Sue may ask, what do sources like amazon.com and bn.com
accept for querying? In many similar scenarios, we are looking
for semantic associativity between sources, between their vocabu-
laries, and between sources and their vocabularies. Lacking such
facilities, the deep Web remains an uncharted territory, with unre-
alized promise for information access and integration.
This paper aims at building a unified, systematic facility for an-
swering various such semantic associativity questions. As source
models, how to describe each source? As search mechanisms, what
functions should we provide? We address these issues in turn.
To start with, we propose a simple source model, which captures
a source by its schematic metadata– e.g., query attributes (author,
isbn); representative keywords (“books”, “fiction”). Such mod-
eling is an interesting practical issue. As data are hidden behind
query forms, how to capture the nature of a source without “crawl-
ing” deep into its content, which can be expensive, requires query
wrapping, and may drain a source. Our simple model thus uses only
schematic features, which reflect functionally the types of the un-
derlying data (e.g., isbn is implied from books as data). While not
our focus here, we note that such metadata features are extractable
from the ”surface” with current techniques (e.g., by attribute ex-
traction [26] and keywords selection [25]).
Upon such a metadata repository with schematic models of on-
line sources, we propose to search explicit syntactic associativity
as an algorithmic mechanism for exploring implicit semantic as-
sociations. The observations from syntactic association (as occur-
rence and cooccurrence) to semantics relevance have been explored
in information retrieval in various forms (e.g., the vector space
model uses ”first-order” cooccurrence, and query expansion [24]
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second-order). As our foundation, such phenomena are further re-
inforced for schematic metadata of Web sources: Several recent
efforts [13, 23] employ ”holistic schema matching,” by analyz-
ing cooccurrences of attributes across many sources, to discover
their semantic matching. The effectiveness results from, first, that
schematic metadata (unlike ”noisy” words in documents) function-
ally reflects the semantic nature of source data. Second, as Sec-
tion 3 will observe, Web sources seem to exhibit some interesting
”Amazon effect,” where peer influences lead to more regular and
converging vocabularies with clear cooccurrence ”localities.”
We thus aim at building a systematic cooccurrence-analysis fa-
cility, as an online associativity search mechanism, for exploring
the metadata repository. While cooccurrence has been studied in
various contexts, for isolated and offline tasks, we attempt to distill
such efforts into a unified mechanism for searching various syn-
tactic associativity. To support ad-hoc users and system integrators
with diverse needs, and to find associativity of various ”strengths,”
our search mechanism will be query-driven and rank-based– e.g.,
given query Q = {amazon.com, bn.com} to find associated sources
(e.g., borders.com, powells.com, · · · ) and their metadata properties
(e.g., title, author, isbn, · · · ), in ranked orders.
Our approach essentially hinges upon a novel combination of
cooccurrence analysis with link analysis. We view our metadata
repository as a graph, where each occurrence is a link between
a metadata property and a source– i.e., a metadata graph with a
topology matrix W capturing occurrences between nodes. We thus
take a conceptual view that A(t|Q), the associativity of a node t to
query Q = {a1,· · · , an}, is how we can “reach” from a1,· · · , an
to t through, transitively, all paths and multiple hops of occurrence
links. To quantify such “connectivity”, we assume a “ripple wave”
simulation [8], where multiple waves are originated at a1,· · · , an,
propagate through links with decays, and combine into a steady-
state wave of certain “magnitude” at target node t– We interpret
this magnitude as A(t|Q). The simulation amounts to a Markov
chain propagation on W , with the solution as its eigenvector. This
framework thus transforms cooccurrence analysis into principled
link analysis, to search from any nodes their companion nodes with
quantified associativity measure. Aiming such service as an inter-
active search mechanism, we further develop ”spatial” decomposi-
tion and ”temporal” aggregation as optimizations to speed up the
computation.
We have implemented this associativity search facility, and ex-
perimented it over our repository of about 30,000 sources crawled
from the Web. The results show that 1) syntactic associativity is
useful for answering various types of semantic associativity ques-
tions, 2) it can be efficiently supported as an online search mech-
anism, with sub-seconds response time. While this paper focuses
on the deep Web, we believe such metadata exploration facilities
will be crucial for any open environment with dynamic sources (a
clear departure from the “closed” world of RDBMS catalog reg-
istries), such as the emerging notion of open “dataspace” [2] and
schema corpus [12]. In summary, this paper makes the following
contributions:
• The Problem of Metadata-based Source Exploration: We iden-
tify the problem of exploring data sources proliferating online, to
facilitate information access and integration.
• The Framework of Associativity Search: As our solution, we
develop associativity search as a novel transformation from cooc-
currence analysis to link analysis, thus enabling a systematic and
unified framework for searching associativity.
• The Mechanism of Online Computation: We present spatial
and temporal optimization techniques to speed up matrix com-
putation, with satisfactory performance for interactive search.
With Section 2 for the related work, we start in Section 3 to moti-
vate the problem and our abstraction. Section 4 presents the frame-
work for quantifying associativity, and Section 5 the computation
mechanism. Finally, Section 6 presents our experiments.
2. RELATED WORK
Database sources on the deep Web have gained much attention
recently. Several problems have been studied, such as, crawling
[21, 14], interface understanding [26], schema matching [13, 23,
22, 12] and query translation.
Associativity of attributes have been useful in building clustering-
based [23] as well as correlation mining based [13] schema match-
ing techniques. An extensive survey [4] on deep Web reports that
the attribute of related sources on deep web exhibit strong localities.
Inspired by these evidences, we propose a framework for exploring
the associativity of such metadata.
Exploiting a large repository of schemas with associated data
and metadata has been proposed earlier [12], however, this work
focuses on its application to schema matching. Ours is the first
attempt towards developing a systematic framework for exploring
the repository of deep web sources.
Several efforts towards integration on deep web [26, 15, 23, 22]
focus on “domain-based” integration. These solutions can use our
framework to obtain sources in specific domain.
The two core aspects of our associativity based exploration frame-
work are: (a) An occurrence based associativity model, and (b) A
mechanism for relevance propagation across link structure formed
by such associations.
Occurrence based associativity: Several other works also use the
occurences or cooccurrences to capture the semantic associativity.
Association rule mining [1] uses occurrences of items in transac-
tions. However, in contrast to our approach, it does not allow transi-
tivity over these occurrences, but rather only uses the first-order oc-
currence. Further, it mines associations independent of user query.
Query Expansion [24] also uses term-document occurrence anal-
ysis to find related terms for expanding queries using a local or a
global analysis. While both the approaches have shown only a lim-
ited success in IR, these techniques can possibly support the func-
tionality T1 in our model. However, they will require, as input,
the number of iterations of query expansion, number of documents
to consider (for local analysis), number of terms to choose for ex-
pansion, etc. Our framework does not require such fine tuning,
supports all the four functionalities T1 - T4, and can model not
only keywords but multiple schematic metadata.
Latent Semantic Indexing or LSI [7] uses singular value decom-
position for reduction of original occurrence-based matrix to k di-
mensions. Similar to our top-k spatial optimization, this also re-
quires as input the value of k, which happens to be a major reason
for limited success of both the techniques.
Propagation across link structure: Link analysis has been used
to compute the PageRank [20]of web pages. Since our problem
is query-driven, it more related to Personalized PageRank [17]. In
comparision to PageRank, our problem has several differences: (a)
(Personalized) PageRank only forms a part of the overall scoring
function, and so it has to be computed for every node in the graph.
In contrast, in our problem the score obtained using propagation are
the final score, and so it is sufficient to compute scores only for the
more relevant nodes. (b) Pagerank is computed in an offline fash-
ion. Our problem requires interactive response time. Personalized
pagerank is also required to be computed for every query, however,
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the model is still far from realization. (c) PageRank computation
has billions of pages, while we expect the scale of our problem to
be in millions of sources.
Spreading Activation or SA techniques [6] use sophisticated al-
gorithms for relevance propagation using the constraints based on
the semantic information in links of inference or neural network. In
contrast, we derive links purely using “syntactic” occurrence analy-
sis, and mathematically model them in a linear system with Markov
chain.
3. MOTIVATION: ASSOCIATIVITY SEARCH
As structured data sources are proliferating on the Web, for a
particular type of information (e.g., finding flights) there are of-
ten “alternatives” (e.g., aa.com and united.com) or “related” (e.g.,
hertz.com, hotels.com) sources, which we call generally companion
sources. As our information access often needs to consult multiple
related sources, the access to the deep Web often starts with find-
ing such sources for specific needs. Further, with many sources
amass online, integration is, by definition, to explore and bring to-
gether such companion sources. The deep Web, with a multitude
of sources online, provides novel opportunities for accessing and
integrating comparative or complementary information.
3.1 The Needs: Semantic Associativity
While there exist many useful sources, with the lack of an effec-
tive exploration facility, the deep Web remains an uncharted fron-
tier for information access and integration. Such lacking is perva-
sive in various scenarios, for not only ad-hoc users who come with
different “everyday” information requests (finding flights, houses,
or jobs) but also system integrators who aim at building integration
systems such as comparison shopping, vertical search engines, or
specialized portals across sources in one or several related domains
(e.g., travel, real estate, or jobs). To begin with, when users are find-
ing sources to access, or when integrators are exploring sources to
integrate, they will ask some common questions, centering around
searching for sources by certain “clues”:
• T1: What are sources that are alternative to amazon.com? Re-
lated to aa.com?
• T2: What are sources about “books”? Or “flights”? What are
sources that can answer queries like “make = GM”? Or, queries
about author and title?
Further, for bringing together sources in the same or related do-
mains, integrators often need to know about their query “vocabu-
lary.” They may ask such questions:
• T3: What are common queries used by amazon.com and a1books.com?
What are common keywords used by these sources?
• T4: What are common attributes used with title and author?
What are queries supported by sources about “books, fictions”?
To open up access and integration to various domains of online
sources, it is crucial to answer these questions– to know where
sources are, what (keywords) they are about, and what (queries)
they speak– which are essentially “semantic associativity” between
sources and their “vocabulary” (e.g., common keywords and query
attributes). Such semantic associativity is established through the
underlying types of data provided by sources. Sources are seman-
tically associated if they provide the same or similar types of data
objects (e.g., both amazon.com and a1books.com for books, and
aa.com and united.com for flights). All above questions can be cast
as a form of such semantic associations– e.g., T1: How a source
associates with other sources? T2: What sources associate with
keyword “books”? Such semantic associativity, suggesting (albeit
subjectively) relevant sources, is crucial for guiding our access to
useful online sources. Further, by exploring how sources relate to
each other, such an associativity is also important for integration,
which aims exactly at bringing companion sources together.
We note that, while useful, such queries are fuzzy in nature, and
their answers often depend on application needs: For instance, for
T1, while united.com is related to aa.com as an alternative site,
perhaps so are hertz.com and hotels.com as complementary ones.
Similarly, for T2, probably all these sites are related to keyword
“travel” or query “arrival = 03/16/2006”. Such fuzziness is natu-
ral, because sources and their vocabularies are related in multiple
ways– e.g., amazon.com is a “book” source and a “music” source
(among others); hertz.com is not only “car rental” but also “travel”’.
As the answers are not “black and white”, these questions demand
flexible answers (e.g., ranking in a way similar to what Web search
engines do) that will accommodate different application needs.
While these questions are important and pervasive, we are clearly
lacking a unified, systematic facility to explore data sources on the
deep Web– Today’s search facility on the Web, as their unintended
side effects, can answer such queries only partially and in a te-
dious way: To begin with, with current search engines, one may
find similar pages to http://www.aa.com– finding such sim-
ilar pages (and not necessarily data sources) may return potential
data sources (and other pages), but how are results ranked? Is the
“page-oriented” semantics appropriate for relating data sources?
Can I search by query capabilities? While there are several search
systems that have been engineered specifically for “searching” deep
Web sources, e.g., completeplanet.com, www.Goshme.com or in-
visible.net, they are largely based on similar concepts of keywords
search– that of matching sources by keywords– which would ad-
dress T2 partially and only.
As data sources continue to amass on the Web, we aim at build-
ing an effective online ”mining” facility for Web sources, in anal-
ogy of today’s search engines for pages. Upon a repository of
sources collected from online, such a mining facility will model
each source with its key characteristics, index such parameters, and
provide an efficient search function to help answer questions like
T1 to T4 over the set of sources. This paper focuses on supporting
such exploration facilities over a source repository, and not their
collection issues. By crawling techniques (as we reported in [5]),
which recognize a data source by the existence of a query interface
as its ”entrance” to the underlying database, we can construct such
a repository of various scales, depending on the application focus–
say, comprehensively for any sources, or only for those related to
certain subjects, e.g., “travel” or “housing.” Such repositories al-
ready exist today: completeplanet claims 70,000 sources, invisi-
bleweb.net 4,000; our experimental dataset (Section 6) consists of
30,000 with our own crawling. While such source repositories al-
ready exist, however, the lacking of an exploration facility amounts
to two challenges:
Lack of Source Models: For building such a facility, as the foun-
dation, we are lacking an information model for describing each
source. To answer such “semantic” questions as T1, T2, T3, and
T4, what do we need to know about each source? How do we
capture such a “model” and to abstract the exploration facility as a
search problem?
Lack of Mechanisms: What machinery, then, will provide the nec-
essary functions useful for semantic-associativity questions like T1
to T4? As users interests are ad hoc and diverse, we need to provide
a flexible and interactive facility for exploring the source repository.
3.2 Opportunities: Syntactic Associativity
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Figure 4: Attribute occurrences over sources.
sociativity. Figure 4 shows the survey result, where x-axis repre-
sents sources and y-axis attributes. A dot (x,y) in the Figure means
attribute x occurs in source y. From the figure, we can clearly ob-
serve the densely populated triangle along the the diagonal line.
This observation reveals the following phenomena:
• Occurrence localities: We observe a strong indication of “local-
ities” of occurrences. The dots form triangles along the diagonal
line. Each triangle suggests a locality resulting from the phe-
nomenon that a small set of attributes often cooccur in a set of
“similar” sources. Such localities nicely correspond to the “na-
ture” of data domain of sources, i.e., attributes (e.g., author, isbn
for books; make, model for cars) describing data of the same or
similar domain cooccur in the same localities of sources, and
vice versa, such sources (e.g., amazon.com, bn.com; cars.com,
edmunds.com) will cocontain localities of attributes.
• Fuzzy boundaries, overlapping granularity: While localities are
evident, they are not cleanly separated: First, the boundaries can
be blurred and interlinked: Although most dots appear in the di-
agonal triangles, there are many sparsely distributed “outliers,”
which indicates some attributes appear and interlink multiple lo-
calities. Further, as some of these “outliers” appear with more
concentration across several neighboring domains and thus in-
terlink them into localities of larger granularity, which exists be-
tween Books, Movies, and Music Records as well as between
Airfares, Hotels, and Car Rentals. Figure 4 orders sources to
make this ”interlinking” more explicit.
Why do we observe such localities, which seemingly correspond
to semantic associativity of sources (and their metadata)? Such ob-
servations are not surprising. As just mentioned, several recent ef-
forts have exploited similar phenomena that databases on the Web
are not arbitrarily complex– there seem to be some “convergence”
and “regularity” naturally emerging across many sources. In hind-
sight, we believe, such behavior is indeed natural at a large scale,
when data sources amass on the Web as “companions.” As sources
proliferate, they tend to be influenced by peers– which we intu-
itively understand as the Amazon effect1– for not only what their
peers are doing but also how they do it:
• What peers are doing will influence proliferation of sources of
similar natures. In analogy, as Amazon.com becomes a success-
ful online bookstore, many other sources will emerge to serve the
1Online bookstores seem to follow Amazon.com as a de facto stan-
dard.
same function, or the same type of books data. Thus, we expect
sources of similar natures will proliferate. Thus, the locality of
sources (serving similar data) will naturally emerge, within the
same domain (e.g., Books) or more generally in related domains
(e.g., Movies, Music Records).
• How peers are doing will influence the ”model” of companion
sources. In analogy, as Amazon.com becomes a popular online
bookstore, other book sources, when serving the same type of
data, will likely follow its ”de facto” convention of how books
are described and queried. Thus, the locality of attributes, or
schematic metadata in general, will naturally emerge, as sources
of the same nature tend to use similar vocabularies.
Together, it seems intuitive and natural that, for serving certain
data (especially those with popular demands), similar or related
sources will amass online, and they will share common vocabular-
ies. Therefore, as we model sources by adopting their representa-
tive vocabularies (keywords, query attributes) as source schematic
metadata, sources thus will form localities by co-containing com-
mon metadata properties, and vice versa. metadata properties will
form localities by co-occurring in companion sources.
Such occurrence locality phenomena, which we will generally
refer to by syntactic associativity between sources and their schematic
metadata, are indicative of their semantic associativity. As Figure 3
shows, our tasks are, in essence, to systematically associate sources
and their metadata in all possible ways. Our observations sug-
gest that the key to discovering semantic associativity is to explore
syntactic associativity by occurrence analysis, to output sources or
metadata relating to input ones in terms of how they cooccur in
close localities. We can thus rephrase our “semantic questions” Ti
in terms of the following “syntactic” queries Qi:
• Q1: What sources are in the same or close localities as amna-
zon.com?
• Q2: What sources are syntactically associated with keyword
”books”? Or attributes author and title?
• Q3: What are attributes syntactically associated with amazon.com
and a1books.com?
• Q4: What are attributes in the same or close localities as with
title and author?
3.3 The Mechanism: Associativity Search
We thus aim at supporting associativity search, in the form of
queries Q1–Q4, which finds highly cooccurred sources or meta-
data, as a systematic facility for exploring a source repository. To
realize such exploration, how should we define the functions of
such associative search? We next propose several functional re-
quirements (which will motivate our formal ”operational” defini-
tion in Section 4).
Query-driven: In terms of input, such search should be dynami-
cally driven by a given query. To begin with, as required by those
application tasks of Section 3.1, we need to dynamically discover
localities with respect to users query. As localities do not have clear
boundaries, it is infeasible to build global clusters and statically as-
sign sources to fixed clusters, as traditional clustering does. Instead,
we need a query-driven mechanism to discover “local” clusters as
dynamic neighbors to users query.
Further, such a query may involve multiple entities of mixed
types. For instance, query Q3 involves multiple sources amazon.com
and a1books.com. Another query may ask for “books” sources like
amazon.com, and thus involve mixed types of entities– source and
keywords– as input.
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SID Keyword Attribute
s1 book author[str], title[str], isbn[str], keyword[str]
s2 textbook author’s name[str], book title[str], isbn[str],
keywords[str], price: float
s3 book isbn[str], price range: float
s4 movie, dvd title[str], keywords[str], director: str, actor[str]
s5 movie, top seller director[str], actor[str], title[str]
s6 movie director[str], actor[str], release[str]
s7 flight, airline from[str], to[str], leave on[date], return
on[date], number of passengers[int]
s8 ticket, reservation from[str], to[str], departure date[date], return
date[date]
s9 flight, reservation from (airport code)[str], to (airport code)[str],
departure date[date], return date[date],
passengers[int]
s10 airline, vacation departure city[str], arrival city[str], depart
on[date], return on[date], passenger[int]
Figure 5: A metadata repository.
Rank-based: In terms of output, such search should return the as-
sociated results in a ranked fashion. As localities do not have clear
boundary and are of different granularity, for a particular input, the
source or metadata will have different strength of associativity with
others within or across localities. Therefore, we need a rank-based
mechanism to return associated neighbors in the order of “close-
ness.” We thus define the strength of associativity from an entity p
(source or property) to query Q as A(p|Q). Further, as metadata
involve different types of properties, and users query may ask for
a particular type of properties (e.g., query attributes), we thus need
to rank each type of properties based on the associativity.
Putting the requirements of input and output together, we define
our associative search as follows:
Problem 1 (Associative Search): Let a repository R contain a set
of sources S , where each source si is modeled by m sets of prop-
erties s.P1, . . . , s.Pm. Let Pi = ∪S∈SS.Pi (i.e., all type-i proper-
ties). We define the associative search problem as follows:
• Input: a query Q = (q1, . . . , qk), where each qi ∈ S ∪ (∪iPi) is
a source or property entity.
• Output: m ranked lists Pi, i = 1, . . . , m. For each list Pi =<
p1, . . . , pl >, pj ∈ Pi and A(pj−1|Q) ≥ A(pj |Q); A ranked
list of sources S, similarly ordered by A(si|Q)
To illustrate, let us introduce a running example to be used through-
out the discussion of the paper:
Example 1: Consider a metadata repositoryR, shown in Figure 5.
The repository contains a set of 10 sources S = {s1, . . . , s10} from
3 domains Books, Movies and Airfares. Each source is modeled
with two types of properties– attributes and keywords. Overall, the
repository contains 27 property entities, with 17 attributes in Pa
and 10 keywords in Pk.
Consider a user Amy who wants to book airline tickets. She
gives a query Q = {from, to}. Below shows an intuitive result that
ranks sources and metadata based on associativity.
S = s7, s8, s9, s10, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6
Pa = from, to, departure date, return date, leave on, return on, de-
parture city, arrival city, passenger, title, isbn, keyword, actor, di-
rector, author, price, release
Pk = flight, airline, reservation, ticket, vacation, movie, book, text-
book, top seller, dvd
To address the above stated problem, there are two key chal-
lenges: first, how to define quantitatively the associativity of an
entity with respect to the query; second, how to efficiently compute
such associativity and rank them accordingly. In the following two
sections, we will address the two issues respectively.
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10
author[str]
titl[str]
isbn[str] keyword[str] actor[str]
director[str]
price[flt]
releas[str]
from[str] to[str]
passeng[int]
on return[date]
citi depart[str]
leav on[date]
date depart[date]
date return[date]
arriv citi[str]
book textbook movie dvd top airlineseller flight ticket
vacation
reservation
Figure 6: Data model.
4. THE FRAMEWORK:
ASSOCIATIVITY AS CONNECTIVITY
To realize query-driven rank-based associativity discovery, the
very first challenge is to define the measure of associativity to achieve
the desired semantics. In this section, we first propose metadata
graph as a representation of a metadata repository (Section 4.1),
and then define the associativity measure to quantify the associa-
tivity based on the metadata graph (Section 4.2).
4.1 Metadata Graph
As illustrated in the previous section, associativity as direct or
indirect occurrences of metadata in sources, essentially represents
how things are connected through occurrences at different “orders.”
Two sources are first-order associated if they are directly connected
by common metadata occurrence, and high-order associated if they
are indirectly connected through “transitive” occurrences.
To measure the associativity of different orders, we introduce a
graph-based representation of repository that embodies the associa-
tivity with physical connections in the graph. Specifically, we rep-
resent our metadata repository with a bipartite graph, which we call
metadata graph. This bipartite graph captures source and metadata
properties with two types nodes– source node and property node.
There is an edge between a source entity and a property entity if and
only if the property entity occurs in this source. Such a metadata
graph captures associativity at different orders: the first order asso-
ciativity corresponds to direct edges between nodes, and high-order
associativity corresponds to paths with multiple hops. Specifically,
we define the metadata graph as:
Definition 2 (Metadata Graph): Given a source repository as a
set of source S , each s ∈ S modeled with m sets of property enti-
ties s.P1, . . . , s.Pm, the metadata graph of the repository is a bipar-
tite graph G =< V,E > where V = S ∪ (∪iPi) and E ⊆ V ×V .
There exist an edge (s, v) ∈ E if and only if there exists a source
s ∈ S such that v ∈ ∪is.Pi.
How to construct: We construct this graph representation by merg-
ing the same metadata properties from different sources. To build
such a merged graph, we need to identify those “common” prop-
erty entities. For instance, attribute “depart on[date]” and “depar-
ture date[date],” or keyword “books” and “book” should be viewed
as common, although they are not identically the same. This is, in
general, a matching problem. However, since we do not have deep
understanding of sources (such as schema matching) during explo-
ration, the techniques for merging entities thus must be simple and
purely syntactical. Specifically, we employ syntax-based match-
ing strategy using textual similarity and type similarity for attribute
matching (e.g., “depart on[date]” to “departure date[date]”) and
textual similarity for keyword matching (e.g., “books” and “book”).
Figure 6 shows the metadata graph of the repository in our running
example, e.g., “titl[str]” from s1, s2, s4 and s5 are merged.
4.2 Associativity Measure
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The abstraction of repository with a graph model inspires a network-
based definition for quantifying associativity. Since our associa-
tivity essentially represents how closely connected two nodes are,
directly or transitively in the localities, the “connectivity” between
nodes thus intuitively captures the strength of associativity. The
more connected (direct or indirect) two nodes are, the stronger
their associativity measure. Specifically, such associativity mea-
sure needs to have the following two properties to capture the se-
mantic associativity.
• Width enhancement: That is, associativity measure should pos-
itively proportional to the number of paths between two nodes.
The more paths connecting two nodes (e.g., when two sources
co-contain many common attributes), the stronger their associa-
tivity.
• Length penalty: That is, associativity should negatively propor-
tional to the length of path between two nodes. The higher-order
of co-occurrence between the two nodes are, the less associated
they should be.
To capture the above two characteristics, we propose a “simula-
tion” based approach to realize the two requirements. The simula-
tion mimics the ripple wave effect of wave propagation (of a single
source) and interference (of multiple sources) throughout the net-
work. When there is a single source, the effect of wave propaga-
tion mimics the phenomenon of length penalty. Specifically, when
wave propagates from a single origin, the magnitude of wave at a
certain point is inversely proportional to the distance of this point
to the origin. When spreading out the waves, a point will affect
its neighbors with a decayed portion of its own magnitude, while
keeping its own magnitude level. When multiple origins exist, the
interference of waves mimics width enhancement. The magnitude
of wave at a point is aggregated from multiple paths reaching this
point. Therefore, such a ripple wave model nicely captures both of
our requirements.
By overlaying this ripple simulation model over the network that
captures the spreading topology, we define our associativity mea-
sure. Specifically, the simulation starts with assigning some mo-
menta to initial query nodes (as origins of ripple waves) and let it
propagate to their neighbors (through the network) progressively.
Starting with query nodes with certain initial associativity (anal-
ogously wave magnitude), at first round of propagation, all their
neighbors one-hop away (to the query nodes) will get associativ-
ity decayed by a factor λ. Specifically, a query node Vi with ini-
tial associativity denoted as A0(Vi|Q) will dispatch λ portion of
A0(Vi|Q) to its neighbors, while keep its own associativityA0(Vi|Q).
Similarly in the following iterations, a neighbor node further dis-
patches λ portion of its own associativity to its neighbors, which are
one hop farther to the query nodes (length penalty). When a node
can be reached from multiple neighbors through multiple paths (in-
cluding path of length 0), the associativity of the node is aggregated
from all those paths (width enhancement).
Given a node with associativity A0(Vi|Q), how will it distribute
λA0(Vi|Q) to its neighbors? We observe that neighbors of dif-
ferent types often have different capacities to spread out associa-
tivity. Specifically, attributes bear stronger indication on seman-
tic associativity than keywords, because keywords tend to be more
ambiguous (inherently or due to the deficiency of keyword mod-
eling). Therefore, associativity should spread more through at-
tribute nodes than keywords. To capture the difference of capaci-
ties, we use a control parameter α to control the portion of associa-
tivity λA0(Vi|Q) distributed to a particular type of property nodes.
Among neighbors of the same type, we uniformly distribute the as-
sociativity. More formally, we define our associativity measure as
follows:
Definition 3: Given a metadata graph G = (V,E), where V =
calS∪Pa∪Pk, a queryQ, and a node Vi ∈ V with |Vi| neighbors.
Without loss of generality, assume the neighbor of Vi are Vj , j =
1, . . . , |Vi|. Let A0(Vi|Q) represent the initial associativity of Vi
to Q. The associativity of Vi to Q, denoted as A(Vi|Q) is:
A(Vi|Q) = λ
X
j=1,...,|Vi|
wi,j ×A(Vj |Q) +A0(Vi|Q) (1)
where
wi,j =
(
αa
|Vj .Pa| +
αk
|Vj .Pk| if Vj ∈ S
1
|Vj | if Vj ∈ Pa ∪ Pk
αa + αk = 1
The above definition states that the associativity of Vi is obtained
through paths of different lengths, including the associativity of
from its neighbors decayed by factor λ, which corresponds to paths
of length greater than 0, and the initial associativity, which corre-
sponds to the path of length 0.
We can rewrite the above definition into a vector representa-
tion. Let A = (A(V1|Q), . . . ,A(VN |Q))T denote the associa-
tivity vector for nodes in V , and Wi = (Wi,1, . . . ,Wi,N ) where
Wi,j denote the propagation coefficient of Vj to Vi, that is,
Wi,j =
(
wi,j if (Vi, Vj) ∈ E
0 otherwise
The definition of A(Vi|Q) in Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
A(Vi|Q) = λ×Wi × A+A0(Vi|Q)
Putting the associativity definition of all nodes together, we have
the following matrix representation:
A = λ×W × A+ A0 (2)
where W = (W1, . . . ,WN) an A0 = (A0(V1|Q), . . . ,A(VN |Q))T
Existence of solution: Given the above matrix representation, the
solution to Equation 2 is thus the associativity vector to be com-
puted. To show that Equation 2 has a solution, let us rewrite it into
the following format, by normalizing A to 1:
A = λW A+ A0eT A = (λW + A0eT ) A
Let W ′ = λW + A0eT , the above equation has a solution if
W ′ is a Markov chain. Note that, as W is a stochastic matrix, and
if we can normalize A0 to 1 − λ, matrix W ′ is then a Markov
chain. To normalize A0 to 1 − λ,, we simply scale the vector to
(1 − λ) A0/| A0|. Note that such normalization will scale propor-
tionally the original solution to Equation 2, and thus will not change
the ranking. For simplicity, we still use A0 denote the normalized
vector. Given W ′ is a Markov chain, the solution to the above
equation is thus the eigenvector of W ′.
5. THE COMPUTATION MECHANISM
The eigenvector of our matrix can be iteratively computed us-
ing the Power method, or its improvements - Jacobi method and
Gauss-Seidel method [9]. Briefly speaking, Power method iter-
atively computes associativity vector in k-th iteration denoted as
A(k) through its (k − 1)-th iteration till convergence. (To guar-
antee the convergence, the propagation matrix must be irreducible,
which means that our metadata graph is a fully connected graph
with paths between any pair of nodes. As we will see later, if such
full associativity does not hold, we can decompose the matrix into
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Procedure ComputeAssoc(W, A0, λ)
Input: Propagation matrix W ,
initial vector A0, decay factor λ
Output: Associativity vector A
begin
Δ A = A0
while not converged do:
j = argmaxΔ A[j]
Wj = jth column of W
for each Wi,j in Wj do:
Δ A[i]+ = λWi,j ×Δ A[j]
A[j]+ = Δ A[j]
Δ A[j] = 0
end
Memory
Disks
Input:   A0 Output:  A
Propagation Matrix
W
index
Ak = λ*W*Ak-1 + A0
A = ComputeAssoc(W, A0, λ)
(a). Algorithm (b). Architecture
Figure 7: Basic computation framework.
several submatrices, each of which is irreducible, and compute their
eigenvectors individually.), i.e.,
A(k) = λ×W × A(k−1) + A0 (3)
The power method can be reformulated in terms of the change in
associativity vector. Let us define Δ Ak = Ak − Ak−1, which can
be recursively formulated as: Δ A(k) = λ×W ×Δ A(k−1).
We can compute A by aggregating the Δ values over successive
iterations. This reformulation enables large degree of flexibility in
prioritization of updates[19]. In particular, in our approach, instead
of updating the whole associativity vector at each iteration, we pri-
oritize the updates of nodes based on their Δ. Updating nodes with
larger Δ triggers more changes resulting in a faster progress to-
wards convergence.
We give an outline of our algorithm in Figure 7(a). For each
source, we keep track of its current associativity value A and the
Δ A to be propagated. In each iteration, we choose the node Vj with
largest Δ to process. The processing includes two parts: updating
current associativity value, and propagating the change to its neigh-
bors. To update, we add Δ Aj to Aj , and reset Δ Aj = 0. To prop-
agate, for each node Vi, we increment its Δ Ai by λ×Wi,j×Δ Aj .
Figure 7(b) shows the architecture of this computation frame-
work. Given an initial associativity vector A0 obtained from user
query, our goal is to compute the final associativity vector A as
defined by Equation 3. This computation is done by our core algo-
rithm ComputeAssoc(W, A0, λ) in Figure 7(a), which requires,
as input, the initial vector from online user query A0, a pre-configured
decay factor λ and a propagation matrix W prepared offline. Given
the scale of the problem, the propagation matrix W will reside on
disk and be retrieved to memory at run time. At each iteration, the
algorithm needs to retrieve a column in propagation matrix. To ac-
celerate this retrieval, we construct an index structure as inverted
list from nodes to the corresponding column vector.
Objective: Given the scale of problem, the propagation matrix is
very large and cannot be memory-resident. This results in repeated
disk accesses to the matrix and repeated matrix multiplication in
memory, and therefore, the basic approach can only serve as an off-
line computation mechanism. To provide interactive search facility
to users, we are looking for optimization strategies to speed up the
convergence.
Challenge: As the architecture indicates, the bottleneck in com-
puting A is the repeated accesses to propagation matrix on the disk,
and repeated matrix multiplication for propagating Δ. Therefore,
)0()( AA WWWk •••••∝ LL
XWW     •• LL
Spatial Decomposition
Temporal Aggregation
Figure 8: Spatial and temporal optimization.
the essential challenge in optimization is: How to reduce the cost
of repeated matrix accesses and multiplication.
As Figure 8 shows, the definition of associativity vector in Equa-
tion 3 indicates that the iterative computation of A essentially in-
volves multiplying propagation matrix repeatedly to the initial vec-
tor to expand along different paths progressively. Therefore, to op-
timize, there are two dimensions, as Figure 8 intuitively shows:
First, for “individual” W , the spatial dimension explores the spatial
localities of W to decompose the big matrix into multiple smaller
ones to realize a divide-and-conquer approach. By reducing the
size of original matrix by a factor m, we can reduce the complexity
of repeated matrix multiplication by a factor exponential to m. Sec-
ond, across “multiple” W , temporal dimension explores the tempo-
ral repetition of matrix production to pre-compute the aggregated
matrix and thus reduces the number of online multiplication of ma-
trices.
5.1 Spatial Optimization: Matrix Locality
To optimize along the spatial dimension, we want to “localize”
the accesses to matrix W to a small region, which can largely fit
into memory without repeatedly being retrieved from disks. In this
section, we discuss three stages towards such localization.
Matrix Decomposition: The bipartite nature of our metadata graph
gives us the first opportunity to localize the access. Note that,
since our metadata graph is bipartite, the propagation matrix has
non-zero entries only for source-attribute combination and source-
keyword combination. Let us order vector A to make nodes of the
same type adjacent, i.e., A = (ST , KT , AT )T , A0 = (ST0 , KT0 , AT0 )T ,
where S, K and A are source, keyword and attribute associativ-
ity vector respectively, and S0, K0 and A0 their initial associativ-
ity vector. By applying this re-ordering, we partition the propaga-
tion matrix into four non-zero submatrices WSK ,WSA,WKS and
WAS . Equation 2 can now be rewritten as:0
@ SK
A
1
A =
0
@ 0 WSK WSAWKS 0 0
WAS 0 0
1
A
0
@ SK
A
1
A+
0
@ S0K0
A0
1
A
We can further rewrite the above equation into three equations,
which define how to compute S, A and K respectively as follows:
S = λWSK × K + λWSA × A + S0 (4)
A = λWAS × A + A0 (5)
K = λWKS × S + K0 (6)
By such decomposition, we avoid unnecessary matrix multipli-
cation between the zero-submatrix and A. Specifically, we re-
duce 9 matrix multiplications (corresponding to all combinations
of source, attribute and keywords) to 4 (corresponding to source-
keyword and source-attribute combinations).
Top-K Pruning: We further explore the localities within subma-
trices WAS,WSA,WKS and WSK . The motivation of such opti-
mization is the observation that accesses to the propagation vector
of each node can be localized to a small portion of entries. As the
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Two-hops Aggregation: The first optimization is to aggregate the
two-step propagation from source to attribute (keyword) and at-
tribute (keyword) to source into one step propagation of source to
source. Let us consider the definition of vector S, A and K in
Equation 4, 5 and 6. As those vectors are defined in a mutual
recursive way, we can rewrite the definition of S in Equation 4 by
substituting K and A using Equation 5 and 6.
S = (λ2WSK ×WKS ×+λ2WSA ×WAS)× S
+ (λWSK × K(0) + λWSA × A(0) + S(0))
For simplicity, let M = λ2WSK ×WKS + λ2WSA ×WAS , and
Q0 = λWSK × K(0) + λWSA × A(0) + S(0). We thus have:
S = MS + Q0 (7)
Applying the same algorithm in Figure 8(a) with propagation ma-
trix M and initial vector Q0, we proceed two steps at a time, prop-
agating associativity from source to source directly without going
through intermediate attributes or keywords. This transforms the
repeated accesses to the four matrices to accesses to M only. The
four matrices are accessed only twice: once at the pre-computation
time to compute M and once at end of online computation to com-
pute A and K using Equation 5 and 6.
Multiple-hops aggregation: Applying the same idea, we can per-
form multiple-hops propagation to expand from a source to its length-
l neighbors. As Equation 7 suggests, the associativity vector S2l at
2l-th iteration can be defined upon that at l-th iteration as follows::
S(2l) = M l × S(l) + (
X
i=0,...,l−1
M i)×Q0 (8)
Let X = M l and L0 = (
P
i=0,...,l−1 M
i). This equation states
that the associativity vector at step 2l can be obtained through the
vector at step l using propagation matrix X and initial vector L0 ×
Q0. To generalize, we can verify that the following equation holds:
S(kl) = X × S(k−1)l + L0 ×Q0 (9)
The equation states that the associativity vector at step kl can be
obtained through the vector at step (k − 1)l using X and L0 ×
Q0. Therefore, we effectively proceed l steps at a time towards
computing S, which speed up the computation. As a realization
of the architecture, the precomputation approach applies the same
algorithm using propagation matrix X and initial vector L0 ×Q0.
Discussion on speed up: Although intuitively such precomputa-
tion should linearly speed up the computation by “striding” multi-
ple steps at a time, in practice, we cannot obtain such a speed up.
The reason is two folded: First, the temporal optimized approach
has non-negligible startup time. Unlike the basic progressive ap-
proach, the multiple-hops propagation needs to convert the initial
associativity vector A0 to L0 × Q0, which involves matrix mul-
tiplications. Second, the precomputation may potentially lose the
benefit of early termination of propagation. Since precomputation
of m-hops essentially aggregates all paths within length m, it may
overdo for some sources, which can stop before m iterations in ba-
sic approach.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We now study the effectiveness of our framework and the speed
up obtained by several optimization techniques.
6.1 Evaluation Environment
Dataset: We use two datasets for our experiments. First is a man-
ually collected dataset of about 500 sources in 8 domains - Air-
lines, Automobiles, Books, Car-Rentals, Hotels, Jobs, Movies and
Music Records. This dataset, which we shall refer to as small-
dataset, is available at http://metaquerier.cs.uiuc.edu, as part of the
UIUC Web Integration Repository. Second dataset has about 30K
sources obtained using a focused deep web crawler [14]. We com-
bine sources in small-dataset to these crawled sources to obtain the
large-dataset.
To obtain attribute metadata information, we use the form ex-
traction techniques [26] on these sources. We apply stemming, stop
word removal, and alphabetic re-ordering on the attribute names to
obtain labels for normalized representation. To obtain keyword in-
formation, we apply stemming and stopword removal on the texts
extracted from the home pages and query interface pages of the
sources. For every source, we choose the 10 most frequent key-
words, with a restriction that any selected keyword must occur in
at least 0.3% of sources.
Benchmark Queries: We create a set of 240 queries similar to
the queries we discussed earlier in Section3.2. These benchmark-
queries seek sources in one of the 8 domains. For each of these
queries, we use the sources from small-dataset in the corresponding
domain as the ground truth, and evaluate the effectiveness of our
framework using precision-recall metric.
Implementation Details: We perform all our experiments on 2.60
GHz hyper-threaded P4 machine with 1 GB memory. The meta-
data extraction for 30K sources takes about 2-3 days. Preparing
the propagation matrices from extracted metadata takes less than
an hour. For fast access to propagation matrices, we use BTrees in
python bsddb module.
6.2 Effectiveness of the Framework
In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of our framework
in answering various semantic questions. We show the results ob-
tained for the queries we asked earlier in Section 3, and also quanti-
tatively evaluate the effectiveness under precision/recall metric for
the benchmark-queries.
Illustrative results: As the first scenario, consider end users who
want to find airline sources. Such users can use our framework by
asking queries, such as: Q1 = {aa.com} or Q2 = {flight, airfare}.
The top 10 results for the two queries are illustrated in Figure 10 (a)
and (b), respectively. We find that both these results are all airline
sources. In fact, 25 out of the top 30 sources obtained for the two
queries are same.
As a second scenario, consider an integration system developer
who wants to find the typical attributes used by sources in book do-
main. Such a user gives a query Q3 = {amazon.com, a1books.com}.
For the same task, another developer gives a query Q4 = {fiction,
bookstore}. The top 10 attributes for the two queries are shown in
Figure 10 (c) and (d), respectively. We find that the results for the
two queries are not only impressive, but also very similar. In fact,
some of the attributes in results of Q3 do not appear in any of the
sources in that query.
Precision on benchmark queries: We compare the sources ob-
tained using the baseline approach for benchmark-queries against
the ground truth. We find that it achieves a mean average preci-
sion of 82%, quantitatively showing the high effectiveness of our
approach.
Necessity of multiple schematic metadata: We use multiple types
of schematic metadata for two reasons: (a) The user can ask queries
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Figure 10: Top results for illustrative queries.
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Figure 11: MAP for baseline with variation in gamma
using different types of metadata or seek as results different meta-
data, and (b) When not directly used, our model can still leverage
the presence of different types of metadata for improving the accu-
racy of results. Here, we quantitatively evaluate the second reason.
A source node propagates a fraction, γ ∈ [0, 1], of its associa-
tivity to attributes, while the remaining (1 − γ) to keywords. By
varying γ, we can study the necessity of both attributes and key-
words in our model. As shown in Figure 11, the mean average
precision (map) of our model on the benchmark-queries shows an
inverted-U shaped curve, indicating that both attributes and key-
words contribute to optimal performance.
As benchmark-queries contains both attributes and keywords, we
want to further study the necessity of keywords when the queries
contain only attributes, and vice-versa. We create a set of 110
queries, atr-queries, containing only attributes. As we can see in
Figure 11, the performance still exhibits a inverted-U shaped curve.
We observe similar phenomenon for kwd-queries, a set of queries
containing only keywords.
We observe that the best performance is obtained when γ is 0.8,
indicating that the associativity of attributes is semantically more
meaningful than the associativity of keywords. We believe that with
more sophisticated keyword selection [25], we will find a greater
role for keywords.
Effect of degree of propagation: We study the effect of parameter
λ, which controls the degree of associativity propagation, on the
effectiveness of our approach. With variation in values of λ from
[0.05, 0.95], we observe only a marginal variation in mean average
precision on benchmark-queries. The propagation even with high
decay factor seems to be quite effective.
The reason for such a counter-intuitive observation is that our
benchmark-queries seek sources in a very specialized domain. Even
a small amount of propagation is sufficient to explore such a nar-
row domain. The applications that require sources in a broader do-
main, e.g., travel related sources, entertainment sources, will find
a greater effect of the degree of propagation. For example, for a
query that seeks travel related sources, we should return sources in
method accuracy-convergence Time-for-convergence
baseline 100 % 1.0 s
top5 31 % 0.1 s
top8 55 % 0.2 s
top10 65 % 0.4 s
hc-block 98% 0.6 s
Figure 12: Comparision of spatial optimization techniques
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Airfare, Car Rentals and Hotels domain but not from Automobile
domain.
6.3 Computational Efficiency
Having studied the semantic effectiveness of our framework, we
now evaluate its computational efficiency. We evaluate our spatial
and temporal optimization techniques against baseline approach
along two dimensions: (a) what is the speed up, and (b) how ap-
proximate are the results. To measure the approximation in results,
we use a new metric - accuracy-convergence, which we define as
the ratio of observed MAP to the MAP obtained by baseline algo-
rithm upon convergence.
Evaluation of spatial optimization techniques: We compare the
top-k strategy with k = 2, 5, 8 and the blocking strategy - hc-block
against the baseline method using the benchmark queries on small-
dataset. Figure 12 shows the accuracy-convergence and the time
for convergence for different methods. We find that top-k meth-
ods provide significant speed up over baseline method, however,
very low values of accuracy-convergence suggests that in provid-
ing such a speed up these methods tend to degrade the quality of
results. In contrast, the hc-block method is also able to provide
significant speed up and still achieves the accuracy-convergence of
nearly 100%. Next, we will study the robustness of the perfor-
mance benefit of hc-block as we increase the size of dataset.
Scalability with increase in size of dataset To study the perfor-
mance of hc-block against baseline approach with variation in size
of dataset, we use sources obtained from large scale crawling. We
sort the sources gathered from large scale crawling in the alphabet-
ical ordering of the URL and incrementally add them to the small-
dataset. Using the benchmark queries, we compare the accuracy-
convergence and time for convergence of hc-block against the base-
line method.
As shown in Figure 13, for all sizes of dataset hc-block is able to
achieve the accuracy-convergence of nearly 100%. More interest-
ingly, the time for convergence for hc-block is less than half of the
baseline, showing a speed up by at least a factor of 2. Further, the
increase of time for convergence with increase of size of dataset is
slower for hc-block as compared to baseline. This suggests that not
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ThL
n 1.001 1.0001 1.00001
2 0.22 0.51 4.30
5 0.20 3.21 3.05
8 0.19 2.87 2.78
Figure 14: Speed up of temporal optimization
only hc-block significantly speeds up the computation, but it is also
more scalable than the baseline approach.
Speed up using temporal optimization We saw that for all dataset
sizes hc-block speeds up the computation by a factor of 2 and still
achieves nearly 100% accuracy-convergence. We now study if we
can further improve the performance of hc-block using temporal
optimization. There are two possible implementations of temporal
optimization. In first approach, we compute L0 × Q0 and input
query, and use it as the final result. Alternatively, we can apply
further propagation using the precomputed matrix X. We believe
that if n, which controls the degree of propagation, is large enough
further propagation would be unnecessary. Therefore, in our im-
plementation we compute L0 × Q0, and present the results thus
obtained to user.
We find that the matrix L0 is very dense. However, if we prune
the entries in each of the column of L0 that are below a certain
threshold, say ThL, we can obtain significant speed up. Larger
the value of ThL, more aggressive is the pruning. However, we
observe that as long as ThL is small enough, its choice does not
affect the accuracy-convergence.
In Figure 14, for different values of n and ThL, we show the
ratio of response time of hc-block without temporal optimization to
the response time with temporal optimization on large-dataset.
For all cases in Figure 14, the accuracy-convergence for hc-
block with temporal optimization is about 83%, which suggests
that the value of n does not affect the quality of results. While
this may seem counter-intuitive, we explained the reason for this
phenomenon earlier in Section 6.2. We believe that queries ex-
ploring broader domains, e.g., travel related sources, entertainment
sources, would show greater dependency on the degree of propaga-
tion.
For all values of n, smaller the value of ThL greater is the com-
putational speed up. Infact, with ThL = 1.001 and n = 2, tempo-
ral optimization reduces the response time to about 23%, a signifi-
cant speed up of about 4.4 times.
Recall that hc-block already performs more than twice as fast as
the baseline approach. Thus, overall, using our spatial and temporal
optimization strategies, we can achieve a speed up by a factor of
about 10 times over the baseline approach.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper aims at the new problem of metadata-based explo-
ration for guiding access and integration of the deep Web. With
massive and diverse sources proliferating online, we are lacking an
effective facility for finding ”where sources are” and ”what vocab-
ularies they speak.” Towards this goal, we propose: (a) Schematic
metadata model for describing sources; (b) Query-driven rank-based
associativity search mechanism. Our techniques hinge on a novel
transformation from cooccurrence analysis to link analysis, thus
enabling a systematic and unified framework for searching associa-
tivity between any (source and metadata) entities.
Our experiments on real world large-scale dataset demonstrate
high effectiveness. Realizing this framework for an interactive ex-
ploration is very challenging. We exploit the characteristics of deep
Web sources to develop several spatial and temporal optimization
techniques. Our experiments showed that these techniques can
achieve significant speedup without sacrificing the effectiveness.
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